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April 5, 2022

Annette Walton

Procurement Contracts Officer 

State Purchasing Bureau 

1526 K Street, Suite 130

Lincoln, NE  68508

Dear Ms. Walton:

Lee Enterprises Nebraska, with this transmittal letter, is pleased to submit the attached marketing 

campaign proposal to the Nebraska Tourism Commission in response to the RFP for Creative and 

Production Services and Media Planning and Buying Services. We are excited about the 

opportunity to partner with you on this important project. Andrea Haupt will be your contact for any 

questions our proposal. She can be reached at 503.515.2481 or andrea.haupt@lee.net. 

Lee Enterprises Nebraska is owned by Lee Enterprises as is Amplified Agency, a data-driven full-

service agency that brings the resources and support of a powerful national marketing corporation 

to our local communities, maximizing budgets and results. We are your neighbors, business 

communities, and friends. This combination of expertise provides our clients with the power and 

resources of a large national advertising agency, and in-depth understanding of the local 

market. 

We are experts at working collaboratively to provide innovative and scalable solutions. Our rate 

structure allows clients to allocate budget that might normally be reserved for management fees to 

fund message development and deployment. Our expertise is strong creative and strategic 

planning, complex media negotiating and buying, working with government agencies, and 

managing multi-million dollar budgets. 

This RFP has been reviewed and we agree to the terms and conditions herein, including the 

contract. This response to proposal is an accurate description of our scope of work, services and 

goods. We comply with all the provisions in this RFP and neither our enterprise, organization nor 

any individual from our organization has any conflict of interest with State of Nebraska State 

Purchasing Bureau, or any relationship that would interfere with fair competition. This proposal was 

prepared without collusion and there is no need for confidentiality. 

Lee Enterprises Nebraska is committed to executing the creative production and media planning 

and buying services required by the State of Nebraska Purchasing Bureau. This proposal is valid 

for 150 calendar days following the due date of April 5, 2022.

Sincerely,

Ava Thomas

Group Publisher, Nebraska

PO Box 81869

Lincoln, NE 68501

COVER LETTER
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Lee Enterprises Nebraska

Lincoln, Nebraska

Corporate

4600 E 53rd St.

Davenport, IA 52807

Entity Organization

Amplified: LLC, 

2013, Delaware

(Lee: C-Corp, 

1950, Delaware)

Federal Identification 

Number

Amplified: 462245913

(Lee: 420823980)

Agency Size

Amplified: 125 

(Lee: 6,000+)

Other Locations:

www.Lee.Net/Markets/

Lee Enterprises, the parent company of Lee Enterprises 

Nebraska, is home to over 350 local brands/publications. 

We have created an immense local-to-national platform 

that serves an array of communities as we bring our 

national expertise to the state and local levels. 

With over 130 years of audience engagement and 

advertising innovation, Lee Enterprises continues to 

think BIG and act BOLD. With this mindset we build 

solutions and strategies that drive awareness, deliver 

new customers, and grow businesses. Lee drives 

insightful content and connects to over 55 million viewers 

monthly on our local and national websites.

With a robust suite of marketing services, Lee 

Enterprises develops exciting, targeted campaigns by 

working with all 77 of our local markets. We specialize in 

campaign strategy development and execution that 

deliver a return on investment, meet key performance 

indicators, and impact our local audiences. Our 

commitment to remaining at the forefront of integrated 

marketing provides our clients with the latest in 

technology, solutions, data, and bright, strategic minds. 

In addition, almost 10 years ago, Lee added the 

Amplified Agency, focusing on digital, to grow and keep 

up with the latest innovation in the industry. We have 

grown to a full-service agency managing hundreds of 

active clients. Thus, we have access to invaluable first 

and third-party data, and we ensure our clients receive 

the most advanced analytics, delivery, and targeting 

technology/strategies.  

Our clients also benefit from our ability to make all 

online and offline media purchases in-house, at 

competitive rates, and with greater transparency and 

control over the purchased media. This is 

substantial added value, and where most other 

agencies cannot compete.

Lines Of Business:

• Publishing & Printing

• Full-service Integrated 

Marketing

• Digital Marketing

• Creative & Branding

• Media Planning & Buying

• Research (1st & 3rd Party 

Data)

• Event Production

• Video Production

• Website Development & 

Maintenance

VI.A.1.a BIDDER IDENTIFICATION AND INFORMATION
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VI.A.1.b. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Lee  Enterprises, Incorporated  (NASDAQ:  LEE)  generated almost $800 million  in  annual 

revenue  in  2021.  See 10-k  annual  report  excerpt  below.  Full 10-k  annual  report  is  

available  at https://investors.lee.net/financials-filings/annual-reports.

Our CFO and Treasurer, Timothy R. Millage, can be reached at Lee Enterprises headquarters.

Lee Enterprises

4600 E 53rd Street

Davenport, IA 52807

563-383-2100 

Lee Enterprises has no pending litigation cases that have any material affect upon the operation of 

our business. There is no open litigation of our subsidiaries or full service agencies, including Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska.
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VI.A.1.c. CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP 
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Lee Enterprises, nor any of its subsidiaries, including Lee Enterprises Nebraska, are involved in 

a merger or being acquired by another company. Lee Enterprises is not part of a network or 

holding company.
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VI.A.1.d. OFFICE LOCATION
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The Lee Enterprises Nebraska team is located in Lincoln, Nebraska. The new Lincoln office, in 

the Telegraph District, is expected to be completed in the next 30 days. We have additional 

teams located across the State of Nebraska in cities such as Omaha, Beatrice, Columbus, 

Fremont, Grand Island, Kearny, Lexington, North Platte, Scottsbluff, Wahoo, and York. 
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CONTRACT # AGENCY NAME

60004481 DAS State of NE

60109742 NE Department of Education-DDS

60051498 NE Department of Revenue – Class Employment

60083108 Office of NE State Treasurer

60004996 University of NE Lincoln Classified

60107308 University of NE – Nebraska Extension

60009042 UNL – Graduate Studies

60067540 UNL/Central Administration

60002793 UNL Inventory Department

60103244 UNL Agronomy & Horticulture

60107534 Nebraska 4-H Camps & Centers-UNL

60107308 University of NE-Nebraska Extension

60103543 UNL/ IANR Finance & Personnel

60004530 University of NE Omaha/Public Admin

60009625 UNO/University Affairs

60008043 University of Nebraska at Omaha

60002524 University of NE at Kearney

60080542 Chadron State College

60000623 Peru State College

60004639 Wayne State College

60002522 UNMC College of Nursing

60109403 UNMC – Regional Pathology Services

60106953 UNMC College of Allied Health Professions

60018884 UMNC Physicians

60058438 Southeast Community College – Milford

60110205 NE Department of Insurance

Lee Enterprises Nebraska currently has a number of contracts with the State of Nebraska. 

Below is a list of these contracts including the contract number and agency name. 
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VI.A.1.f. BIDDER'S EMPLOYEE RELATIONS TO THE STATE

No employee of Lee Enterprises Nebraska has been employed by the State and Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska at the same time.
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VI.A.1.g. CONTRACT PERFORMANCE
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Lee Enterprises Nebraska has not defaulted on an existing contract and has had no contract 

termination due to underperformance or failure to deliver to contract terms.
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CLIENT
STRATEGIC 

PLANNING

TRADITIONAL 

MEDIA 

BUYING

DIGITAL 

MEDIA 

BUYING

CREATIVE 

DEVELOPMENT

MULTI-STATE/ 

NATIONAL

West Yellowstone Chamber/CVB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

US Farmers & Ranchers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Nebraska Dept. Health & Human 

Services (DHHS) COVID Vaccine
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Nebraska DHHS: 

Dept. of Mental Health
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Montana Dept. Public Health & 

Human Services
✔ ✔ ✔

Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks ✔ ✔ ✔

Montana Office of Public 

Instruction
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Northwestern Energy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

South Shore Indiana CVB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Northern Indiana Public Service 

Commission (NIPSCO)
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Lewis & Clark Community 

College
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Rapid City CVB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NE Dept. of Renters Assistance ✔ ✔ ✔

Myrtle Beach CVB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NE State Fair ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

McKendree University ✔ ✔ ✔

Our company has produced and executed integrated marketing campaigns successfully across 

many different government agencies and community-driven organizations. Each month, Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska services more than 10,000 advertisers with engagement, planning, media 

buying and placement, creative and campaign management. Below is a condensed client roster. It 

is unusual for us to use subcontractors and none were used for the following projects.  
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VI.A.1.h. SUMMARY OF BIDDER'S CORPORATE EXPERIENCE
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SOUTH SHORE, IN CVB

OVERVIEW: The South Shore Convention and 

Visitors Authority employed Amplified as the Prime 

contractor to develop and execute an integrated 

marketing strategic plan that included creative  

development as well. Incorporating two target 

audiences: “Intent to move” and “homeowners.”

GOAL: Growing awareness as to why the grass is 

greener in Indiana, and encouraging people to 

move to Indiana. 

SOLUTION: The strategy incorporated hyper 

targeted  strategic solutions that reached the 

intended audience at the right time that encouraged 

the desired action. Some of the targeting features 

included geography, demo, media consumption 

preferences, and behaviors such as in-the-market-

to-buy-a-house category. In addition to developing 

creative/branding, we developed an integrated 

approach consisting of Targeted Digital, Out-of-

Home, Broadcast TV, Terrestrial Radio, Print.

RESULTS: As expected, the former audience 

performed slightly higher than homeowners, but the 

homeowners target audience was closely monitored 

and modified as needed based on results. 

Final evaluation found social media targeted 

advertising to be most effective at spreading 

awareness and engaging with the audience through 

sponsored content. This tactic also enabled 

increased reach through shares with friends. In fact, 

social media proved to deliver engagement at such 

a level that they contracted us to revamp their social 

media presence, AND refresh their creative for 

2020.

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 2,226,899

• 41,952 Clicks, 1.93% CTR*

Digital campaign outperformed industry 

benchmarks for each tactic by at least 50%. In 

addition to 827 “post shares”, the social campaign 

achieved over 3,600 engagements and reactions.
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OGALLALA, NEBRASKA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

GOAL & SOLUTION: We partnered with Ogallala 

Chamber of Commerce to bring more people to their town 

and attend the Chamber of Commerce run events. We ran 

a series of targeted display ads, programmatic campaigns 

and YouTube TrueView video series for each month or 

season of events.

RESULTS: Targeted Display yielded a monthly average 

of 169,023 impressions and 181 clicks.  

The top performing campaigns by CTR (benchmark Travel 

& Hospitality 0.19%): 

• Shop Downtown (keyword): 0.44%

• Summer Event (keyword): 0.19%

RESULTS:

YouTube TrueView
Impressions Clicks CTR Views View Rate

YouTube – Travel 32,773 16 0.05% 15,422 47.06%

YouTube – Shop 

Local
30,203 23 0.08% 14,157 46.87%

TOTAL 62,976 39 0.06% 29,579 46.97%

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WKVAjYc1No https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH1SxnUW1dM

• Video played to 25% - 93.18%

• Video played to 50% - 66.39%

• Video played to 75% - 55.55%

• Video played to 100% - 48.21%

• Video played to 25% - 93.98%

• Video played to 50% - 66.97%

• Video played to 75% - 54.02%

• Video played to 100% - 47.46%
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U.S. FARMERS & RANCHERS

OVERVIEW 
An agricultural organization produced a video and wanted to promote widespread awareness within 

their industry. By doing so, they hoped to educate the general public and build national brand 

recognition with potential industry funders.

GOAL: To raise awareness and educate key industry stakeholders and the general population 

through engaging video.

RESULTS
The two-month campaign generated 1,539 conversions, with 857 attributed to YouTube. Both 

Targeted Social and YouTube campaigns performed above average, driving 47% and 12.5% more 

clicks than the national average, respectively. 

YouTube TrueView generated 860% more views than Targeted Social, while Targeted Social 

generated 400% more clicks. Additionally, YouTube viewers were the most likely to convert once 

visiting the client’s landing page (20.44% conversion rate). 

Overall, the client’s video reached more than 2.6 million impressions with 150+ comments, 3,550 

reactions and more than 1,000 shares. 

View the work at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN21LAaaOks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN21LAaaOks
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Government accounts are assigned a dedicated, day-to-day account manager who will be your 

main point of contact. Rachel Jones will be your main point of contact. Rachel will be responsible 

for overseeing media plans and strategies, monitoring timelines and budgets, approvals through 

Nebraska Tourism Commission, and coordinating all other aspects required by the contract. The 

Account Manager will also make sure all projects remain on schedule, on budget, and apprise you 

of any changes in schedules.

Our integrated approach, mixing local and national resources and support, works seamlessly with 

a dedicated project manager. There is a large, skillful team of experts behind the Account 

Manager, ensuring the campaign is maximizing budget and achieving goals. In addition, we are a 

nimble company, and we have the ability to quickly add team members as needed. 

Every contract and campaign at Lee Enterprises Nebraska is managed through our internal project 

management (PM) system. This system is accessible to all campaign team members, regardless 

of location, and drives efficiency, accuracy and transparency. Our PM software platform clearly 

defines and updates team members of tasks, approval needs, timelines, responsibilities, deadlines 

and more.

Our clients’ success wouldn’t be possible without a collaborative team that fully believes strategic 

advertising is what moves the needle for our clients. It’s our job to use research and data to 

analyze the facts and then create powerful, motivating and influential campaigns that impact the 

way people think and act. 

With hundreds of  talented people on our team at the disposal of the Nebraska Tourism 

Commission. Individual time spent by individual employees will vary.
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AVA THOMAS, President and Publisher, Lincoln Journal Star

Education: University of Nebraska Lincoln

Role: President and Publisher, Lincoln Journal Star and Group Publisher, Nebraska.

Experience & Work History: Locally owned small businesses are the lifeblood of 

communities everywhere - and they need our support now more than ever. At Lee 

Enterprises, we have a deep sense of responsibility to help small business owners. 

This is their livelihood and we take our purpose seriously.

Client History: Ava is rooted in the local community servicing local businesses and 

developing marketing strategies alongside thousands of local businesses. Ava 

listens with intent to find a solution.

NEBRASKA SENIOR LEADERSHIP

SCOTT CARR, Vice President of Sales, Omaha World Herald

Education: University of Minnesota

Role: Scott leads the sales strategy of the Omaha World Herald and 

Amplified/Omaha. Scott works directly with clients to provide new and creative solutions 

to their changing marketing needs. He is customer focused and drives results and 

consistently exceeds customer expectations. 

Experience and Work History: With more than a decade in the agency business, Scott 

has held senior leadership roles as well as co-founded a company focused on consumer 

insights to deliver customized business, marketing, creative and media solutions.

Client History: Scott has worked with thousands of clients and specializes in local 

business marketing and growth. 

VI.A.1.i. PROPOSED PERSONNEL/MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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NATALIA WIITA, Regional Vice President

Education: University of Nebraska – Lincoln, BJ Advertising

Role: Natalia has a significant leadership role across the state strategizing and 

identifying synergies across the company. She leads the Lincoln Journal Star and 

Amplified agency team and has a vast understanding of the Lincoln market. 

Experience and Work History: Natalia is an Experienced Advertising and Marketing 

executive with a demonstrated history of producing stellar sales results and 

comprehensive campaigns for clients, that tie back to KPI’s. Strong digital marketing 

professional skilled in Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Search Engine Marketing 

(SEM), Display, Email Marketing, and Social Media. An innovative leader who is 

skilled at building and executing strategic plans and creating out-of-the-box ideas and 

revenue initiatives.

Client History: Natalia has experience in many categories including health care, retail, 

banking, home services, and more. She specializes in driving results for local 

businesses.
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ANDREA HAUPT, Account Manager

Education: Woodbury University, BS Fashion Design; University of Kansas, 

Graphic Design

Role: Day to Day Account Management. 

Experience & Work History: Andrea has more than 13 years experiencing 

producing digital imagery for ecommerce, social media, and print advertising. 

Using her previous experience working, as a project manager in an agency 

environment, she will support your campaign from implementation to 

performance reporting. She is integral to the efficient operation of accounts 

large and small.

Client History: Hallmark Cards, Nike, adidas, and Reebok

JENNIFER GRUBER, Regional Director of Digital & Emerging Media

Education: Troy University; BA Business Administration, MBA

Role: She is responsible for growing mid to large size local businesses with all their digital 

needs.

Experience & Work History: has a passion and mission for helping local companies build 

and grow profitable businesses. Partnering with Lee Enterprises and local media outlets, 

she aims to help arm business leaders with the knowledge they need to effectively utilize 

innovative and interactive technology to inspire ideation, collaboration and communication 

Client History: Local, regional and national businesses.

JENNIFER WITHERBY, Regional Director of Sales - Nebraska

Education: University of Nebraska - Lincoln 

Role: She is responsible for local and statewide strategy across Nebraska and the 

mid-west region. 

Experience : Over 15 years’ experience helping businesses grow their digital 

footprint and optimizing ROI. Jen has a strategic mind set and is focused on ensuring 

clients achieve their marketing goals. 

Client History: Local, regional and national businesses 

COLLEEN BREWER, Director of National Sales and Government

Education: Anderson University: BS

Role: As all government oversight, Colleen ensures all teams are delivering as 

planned/needed effectively and on time. She works closely with clients, 

leadership and PMs.

Experience & Work History: Colleen Brewer spent the past 25 years 

developing strategies to grow revenue. As a sales and marketing executive, she 

earned a reputation for motivating teams to deliver results. 

Client History: Spent 25+ years with large regional and national customers, 

specializing in print and digital marketing solutions to keep businesses 

connected with desired audiences.

VI.A.1.i. PROPOSED PERSONNEL/MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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DAN SHER, Director of Content Strategy & Development

Education: Binghamton University, State University of NY: BA in History, NYU 

Stern School of Business: Graduate Courses

Role: Dan coordinates with designers and art directors to build content and brand 

development. He excels at creating messaging, that audiences not only notice, but 

encourages engagement. Dan will be responsible for message and content 

development as needed under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Dan is an award-winning, customer-focused senior 

content & marketing leader with 25 years of wide-ranging media experience in 

content creating, brand building and marketing consulting.

Client History: Regions Bank; Country Financial; Sector Analyst (TD Ameritrade); 

Electro Savings Credit Union, National Sorghum Board, Columbia University

ROBIN GRUEN, Vice President of Agency Creative

Education: Northwestern University: Master Degree in Journalism, University of 

Michigan: BA in Journalism

Role: Robin is responsible for creative direction for our largest clients’ brands and 

advertising campaigns. She highly respected for her skills in advertising art direction 

and content development..

Experience & Work History: Robin has more than 27 years of experience in creative 

development and branding. Robin is a storyteller and creative visionary; she’s a 

forward thinker who is vested in end-goal results for clients. A born leader, Robin is 

strategic, dedicated, passionate and dynamic. Her career began in New York City, 

where she worked as an editor for Parents, Seventeen and Shape. She then moved to 

Chicago and launched the branded content division at Weber Shandwick, a global 

leader in public relations and marketing. 

Client History: Canopy Financial, Bank of America, JP Morgan, Rush University, 

University of Jamestown Accelerated Learning

DAN PRESCOTT, Director of Digital Marketing

Education: International Academy of Design and Technology, BFA Advertising 

Communications

Role: Dan oversees Lee’s in-house, full service digital agency for the Key/Government/ 

Grocery teams nationally as well as a multi-media order entry system. This helps our 

multi-market national advertisers leverage the most out of our audience, in all markets we 

serve. Dan’s role is fully dedicated to this effort and is responsible for senior level 

oversight into all aspects of this contract. 

Experience & Work History: Dan has more than eight years of experience in digital 

sales. He has worked his way up from outside sales to key accounts teams. He organized 

and managed multiple digital sales/strategy/data teams along the way

Client History: Working previously for the Chicago Tribune he ran the Tickets and Travel 

desk for all of Chicago, while managing digital strategists working with small local 

businesses. So if you are looking to fill a coffee shop, or Soldier Field, Dan has touched 

campaigns big and small.

VI.A.1.i. PROPOSED PERSONNEL/MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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AMANDA MCGINNIS, Sr. Director of Web Development & Design

Education: Maryville University of St. Louis: BFA, Graphic Design & Marketing

Role: Amanda is an expert in web development and will be responsible for 

leading all web design, build, implementation and rollout. She will spearhead the 

team that offer support post rollout.

Experience & Work History: Amanda has more than 15 years of multimedia 

experience including campaign planning, budgeting, media/advertising sales, 

product planning, product management, campaign fulfillment & implementation, 

creative/graphic design, performance reporting and analytics, team training, team 

leadership, and process workflow mapping and implementation. 

Client History: Amanda is one of our original agency visionaries. She has 

worked with countless clients in her tenure at Lee, and has been involved with all 

aspects of work with our clients. 

NINA HOSTE, Creative Director

Education: Monmouth College BAF in Graphic Design Concentration

Role: Nina develops brands and creative campaign concepts for Lee clients. 

She has a gift for understanding how audiences feel and what makes them tick. 

She also is able to sift through the distractions surrounding messaging and get 

to the heart of clients’ goals. Nina will be responsible for developing creative 

concepts as needed under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Nina has over 8 years of design experience, and 

works with a multitude of clients on a range of projects that include branding, 

web design, multi-media marketing, digital advertising, and everything in-

between. She leads a full team of graphic designers and creative minds to build 

content that resonates with audiences.

Client History: Arcadia Credit Union, Yellowstone Bank, Wyoming Financial, 

University of Northern Iowa

BRAD TOHTZ, Executive Producer of Video

Education: Ferris State University: BA in Television & Digital Media Production

Role: As an experienced professional in design and interactive development, Brad 

leads a team that creates out-of-the-box videos for a variety of uses across digital, 

social, Over-the-Top TV (OTT) and TV. His team is our go-to division for eye-catching 

and functional programming. Brad will be responsible for video production as needed 

under this contract. 

Experience & Work History: Brad has more than 16 years of experience creating 

content for brands. Whether it’s a simple event recap video or a Super Bowl spot, Brad 

has the knowledge and experience to bring any idea to life. Brad started his career 

working in post-production on national commercials for a long line of national brands 

before making the jump over to the agency side of the business. With the eye of an 

editor and the mind of a director, you’ll be hard pressed to find a more well-rounded 

and master-of-all video professional.

Client History: Nintendo, Kellogg's, Jewel-Osco, Menards, Allstate

VI.A.1.i. PROPOSED PERSONNEL/MANAGEMENT APPROACH
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AILEEN THORNE, Media Director

Education: Northern Michigan University: BA Marketing

Role: Aileen is the head of our media team and is responsible for placing Broadcast (TV 

and Radio) and outdoor media. She and her team negotiate cost-efficient, effective plans 

that achieve the frequency needed to reach the targeted audience. Through software-

based planning and placement, Aileen and her team have media down to a science, 

ensuring the math adds up. Aileen will be responsible for overseeing traditional media 

buys as needed under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Aileen has more than 30 years of media buying 

experience. She knows how to target the right media to the right audience. Her 

relationships with multiple media companies allows her to negotiate tough and pass the 

savings onto her clients. 

Client History: Missouri Tourism Bureau, Wisconsin Tourism Bureau, Arkansas 

Tourism Bureau, West Yellowstone Chamber, Butte Convention & Visitors Bureau, 

Butte-Silver Bow County

LAURA STROM, Director of Content

Education: Lake Forest Graduate School: MBA, Northern Illinois University: BA in 

Journalism

Role: Laura and her talented team of copywriters and copy editors create the 

language of each client’s brand and campaign messaging. They are experts in writing 

branding positioning, taglines and copy for a wide variety of traditional and new media 

channels, as well video, audio and broadcast scripting

Experience & Work History: Laura has more than 30 years of experience in 

publishing leadership, writing and editing, as well as almost 10 years in brand 

marketing and strategy. She is an experienced journalist, editor and author of over 60 

books for children. She has worked for publishers in Chicago; New York City; Austin, 

Texas; Greensboro, North Carolina; and Auckland, New Zealand. As a writer and 

editor, Laura’s specialty is simplifying complex topics. She has provided client strategy 

and content development for clients in every market vertical. 

Client History: Capital One, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Groupon, University of 

Chicago Medicine, Hartford HealthCare, Jewel-Osco, Menards, Jack Daniel’s, 

Mattress Firm, Rocky Mountaineer
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ROMAN JOHNSON, Art Director & Branding

Education: Western Illinois University: BA in Graphic Communication and Advertising

Role: Roman is a key part of our graphic design and web development team, creating 

strategically solid advertising and design for traditional and interactive media. He is 

experienced in the creation of signage, multi-page printed collateral pieces and highly 

effective digital advertising. 

Experience & Work History: Roman has an extensive background in graphic design 

and marketing with nearly 15 years of design experience. He handles many of our top 

accounts in creative development and leads our team in branding and logo design.  

Client History: 1st Mid West America Credit Union, Bank of New Glarus, Gerber State 

Bank
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MICHELLE PONDER, Director of PR & Sponsorships

Education: Southeast Missouri State: BA in Mass Communications/Public Relations, 

Webster University: Masters in Advertising & Marketing

Role: Michelle plans and implements comprehensive public relations strategies

for clients using a mix of both earned and social media. She and her team, write 

press releases, story ideas and gets our clients’ messages in front of editors and 

news directors. Our PR team are experts in getting our clients’ stories told to a mass 

audience. Michelle has helped many clients build credibility, goodwill, and increase 

the effectiveness of the various paid, earned, grassroots and viral aspects of large, 

multi-point communications and marketing plans. Michelle responsible for PR, 

sponsorships and events as needed under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Michelle has more than 10 years of experience in PR, 

event and sponsorship management. She leads a team of PR experts that developing

comprehensive public relations plans that keep our clients at the forefront of effective 

communication implementation.

Client History: Works primarily with white-glove clients across the 77 Lee markets

LIZ HOFFMAN, Media Planner/Buyer

Education: Loyola University, Chicago: BA Marketing Media

Role: As part of results-driven media team, Liz specializes in planning and buying 

television, radio and out-of-home media placements. She is a tough negotiator who is 

able to get the best media rates for Lee clients. Liz is a full-time Lee employee and will 

be responsible for traditional media buying and trafficking as needed under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Liz is a proven management professional with expertise in 

commercial traffic and theatre management. Outstanding abilities in organization and 

time management, communication, and managing data. 

Client History: Comcast Spotlight, Radio Disney, WLS Radio, Nebraska Suicide 

Prevention

ERICA HURT, Research, Reporting and Optimization

Education: University of Montana: B.A., Communication Studies

Role: Erica will be responsible for the ongoing and continuous campaign monitoring, 

reporting and optimization recommendations. Erica will be responsible for insight, 

campaign reporting and optimization under this contract.

Experience & Work History: Erica is a forward thinking, data-driven marketing 

strategist focused on creating meaningful connections between businesses and their 

ideal audiences. She is a results-driven project and campaign manager who brings 

new ideas, integrity, results, and creativity to a team environment.

Client History: Butte-Silver Bow County, Northwest College, City of Billings
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As a full service agency, we do not anticipate the need to utilize subcontractors. However, we 

do have an extensive network of reliable agency partners and vendors available as needed. 
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How we work and what we believe at Lee Enterprises:

• Impact our clients’ most critical priorities. As the pace of change accelerates, we are united in 

our mission to serve clients successfully across our enterprise.

• Do the right things and great results will follow. We know the right things to do, and even 

though time is limited, we focus on actions with the highest impact that deliver great results. 

• Embody a “no-limits” mindset. We recognize and continually adapt to change. A no-limits 

mindset enables us to see opportunities where others don’t.

• Make fact-based decisions. Data and analytics support every marketing recommendation we 

make and help us identify and solve problems. That allows us to prioritize and uncover new 

opportunities and campaign optimizations.

• Think and act objectively. Our clients depend on us for independent insight, free from bias, so 

they can make the right decisions with confidence. 

• Prioritize relentlessly. There are more good ideas out there than time to act on them. 

Relentless prioritization is essential to maximizing our effectiveness. 

• Get better, faster, and stronger. We are systematic about driving continuous improvement to 

innovate, strengthen our capabilities, and capture opportunities for our clients. 

• Win as a team. We each play a critical role in our clients’ success. When we work 

collaboratively, we accomplish more than what is possible individually.

• Embrace diversity and be inclusive. We’re committed to diversity, equity, and inclusivity. We 

ensure all people are treated with respect and can reach their full potential. 

• Be humble and hungry. We are unapologetically results driven. We celebrate client successes, 

and our own successes – but we never rest on our laurels and continually reach higher.

Our philosophy is three fold. First, we determine your needs and analyze the data. We know how 

to build strategy for creative and media buying. We exceed expectations and use data to 

negotiate, develop new plans, and improve existing ones. 

Second, we regard our clients as partners. We believe in a partnership that’s built on all parties 

communicating plans and progress on a regular basis. Our creative, data, analysis and media 

buys will be transparent and your team will be as involved, and in as much detail, as you’d like. 

We do not hold information back regarding creative concepts, media buys and outlets, and 

information will flow with no barriers between all parties.

And, third, we finish strong. The plan is crucial but our delivery is where we stand out among the 

competition. Our knowledge and connections across all Nebraska markets, combined with our 

national resources, bring a unique and unparalleled level of results.

We operate as an extension of our client’s team, immersing ourselves and becoming a go-to 

resource for information and data to enhance the effectiveness of your marketing. The Nebraska 

Tourism Commission segmentation research will be used and augmented by our own media 

planning and buying resources to create marketing plans that deliver measurable results. 
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M E D I A

Media Planning & Buying

• Comprehensive Digital Media 

• Television, Radio, Print, OOH, Direct Mail, etc. 

Social Channels

• Strategy Consult & Develop

• Brand Kit/Social Visual “Voice” Design

• Contest Creation & Mgmt.

• Content Development & Mgmt.

• Blog Writing

• Video / Live Strategy Development

• Social Influencer Dev. & Mgmt.

Search

• Search Marketing, Optimization

• Google Shopping Conversion Mapping & 

Tracking

Audience Targeting

• Demo, Intent, Site, & Content Targeting

• Customer Match / Remarketing

• Targeted Email

• Facebook, IG, Waze, & Snapchat

• Targeted Email & List Purchasing

• Mobile Location & IP Targeting

• CTV / OTT, Audio & YouTube

• Predictive Programmatic  

Multi-Channel Display Advertising

• Display

• Native

• Audio

• Video

• OTT/CTV

• DOOH

S T R AT E G I C  P L A N N I N G

Research, Data & Insights

• First and Third-Party Data Resources

• Focus Groups

• Digital and Print Surveys

C R E AT I V E

Production & Editing

• Graphic Design

• Broadcast, Audio

• Photography & Videography

• Talent Acquisition

Paid Content

• Content Distribution (excl. channels)

• Native/Branded Content Dev.

• Articles

• Listicles

• Infographics

• Interactive Experience Hubs

• Interactive Quizzes/Sweeps

• Social Influencer

• Podcast Creation & Sponsorship

Reporting & Analytics

• Optimization reporting and 

recommendations

• Monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly and/or 

annual reporting

Lee Enterprises Full Circle Services

ATTACHMENT A  – 1.A.II. – CREATIVE/PRODUCTION SERVICES
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Step 1: Purpose and Position  We are an extension of your business. We work to understand your 

organization and proposition value as well as you do. In this way, we are completely in synch with your goals,

and our marketing strategies and optimizations  are reflected in our work.

Step 2: Goals Understanding the goals of Nebraska Tourism is the heart of our marketing plan and leads

to effective audience segmentation and targeting. Your goals combined with our expertise will enhance 

messaging allowing for the right tactics to reach the right places and people at the right time.

Step 3: Research and Insights  We do intense research and discover insights so we can understand the 

overlying motivations to travel to the region. This includes audience and market targeting identification, plus how

prospective visitors consume media. Additionally, our research includes discovery of prospects journey to

booking travel.

Step 4: Connecting to Target Audiences  At Lee Enterprises Nebraska we build media plans guaranteeing 

that every dollar is spent in a way that will provide the biggest return on investment by attracting a broad range

of visitors. This means understanding media consumption and ensuring we’re using the right marketing mix to 

reach people where they will be most receptive to the messaging.

Step 5: Key Messaging and Content  Our creative strategy evolves from the strategic insights gained through

our intensive research and discovery process. This approach allows us to create communication materials that 

resonate with targeted audiences, motivate inquiries and increase revenue. The content developed serves as 

the foundation for all marketing tactics that will be executed throughout the year. 

Step 6: Execute, Track and Measure Success

Upon the completion of research, insights and creative deliverables, Lee Enterprises Nebraska employs a 

multi-channel approach of earned, owned and paid channels to tell the Nebraska story. We will incorporate a 

mix of historically successful and emerging marketing initiatives designed to inspire travel to the destination and

increase in-market spending. We provide full assessments of how each campaign is performing in our monthly

reporting. These reports include quantitative data to measure media performance and the effectiveness of each

campaign that had been running, as well as make suggestions for upcoming campaigns.

Purpose & 
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OUR APPROACH FROM MARKETING PLAN TO EXECUTION:

The following sections give an inside look into our approach to building a strategy. These are our 

thoughts on the differentiating attributes of Nebraska Tourism, various visitor profiles and markets 

that should be targeted as well as creative strategies that will impact the overall effectiveness of 

marketing efforts. As we work through this response we will go through detailed steps in our plan for 

Nebraska Tourism.
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We understand the thoughtful approach it takes to execute an integrated marketing approach 

that will resonate and reflect the essence of Nebraska Tourism across many audiences and 

geographies. We dive into your purpose, your markets, target audiences, your position in the 

competitive landscape, current visual identity and other influencing factors. We’ll transform your 

best business thinking into actionable, scalable, growth-oriented solutions. Everything Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska will do, will build upon the Nebraska Tourism brand. The combination of 

our insights, experience and expertise will elevate and communicate your passion for 

Nebraska, driving awareness and growing tourism.

STEP 1: Understanding the Purpose and Positioning:

Core purpose is the big picture reason why your organization exists. The ”why” of Nebraska 

Tourism . It acts as a guiding star to focus all other business activities. Purpose can be tricky 

because it has to be big enough to be inspiring, but also specific and concrete enough that you 

can actually work toward it.

The first step for Lee Enterprises Nebraska is to understand your core purpose by working with 

your organization, and to implement it as a constant throughout all marketing and goals. It is any 

organization’s North Star and will keep all parties on the same page and focused.

Defining position and identity in the marketplace is important to differentiate yourself from other 

destinations. Being local and in market, Lee Enterprises Nebraska understands the Nebraska 

Tourism image. We will put that experiential knowledge to work targeting prospective visitors, 

and ensuring your unique offerings are quickly and easily identified in a sea of possible vacation 

alternatives.

With Nebraska’s five national parks encompassing nature, culture and history, it’s vibrant festival 

scene, dark skies, and epic landscapes, the state calls to the unique individuals who are not 

afraid of the slogan, “Honestly, it’s not for everyone”. Any marketing campaign worth it’s salt has 

to understand how to reach the quirky, interesting, off-the-beaten-path kind of visitor. These are 

the people who understand that Disney World isn’t the be-all and end-all for fun and 

entertainment. These are the ones who Lee Enterprises Nebraska will entice to the state – the 

visitors who are not afraid to be different.
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Enterprises Nebraska is a full service agency, we have the ability to be nimble and remain open 

to pivoting to other parts of the country as warranted. 

This roadmap is our recommended starting point to making the WHO more relevant and your 

campaigns more impactful, thus resulting in an increased awareness of WHY Nebraska is a 

desired destination.

We will capitalize on the strengths of the area, applying key message points to our marketing 

strategies. We understand that the unique benefits of Nebraska as a tourist destination include 

the following, along with the responsibility to leave no impact, and to travel safely. 

• Location: While location may not be the most enticing reason to visit Nebraska, what the 

state has to offer is appealing. Five national parks, outdoor activities surrounded by the vistas 

of the Great Plains, blue skies that go on forever, and quirky, fun people, all combine to make 

a fun destination vacation. And, in the age of Covid, it is even the perfect destination for a 

remote, safe, and socially distant experience year round. 

• Recreation: 

• Winter Season - Enjoy breathtaking scenery while snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, 

snowshoeing, bald eagle viewing, ice fishing, winter tanking, and observing the 

Sandhill Crane migration. 

• Warm Season - Hiking, biking, fishing, rafting, astronomy observing, horse back riding, 

camping and much more.

• Nebraska Towns: Plenty of small-town hospitality, outdoor adventures, lodging, and 

shopping.

• Market: Driving distance and short plane rides to major areas on Nebraska. 

• Recreate Responsibly: Leave no trace – preserve the state’s pristine wilderness and 

outdoors so that it can be enjoyed for generations to come.

• COVID Travel Safety: Following travel restrictions as warranted as well as masking and 

testing requirements. This messaging is still vital to safe travel which also affects the 

reputation of the area. 

STEP 2: Goals

Understanding your goals:

Nebraska Tourism’s overarching goal is 

to promote Nebraska as a premier 

destination for tourists nationally and 

internationally. With the COVID 

pandemic still raging worldwide and the 

uncertainty of travel restrictions from 

day-to-day, Lee Enterprises Nebraska 

recommends focusing on national travel 

in the near future, including those within 

driving distance as well as airports 

across the country. Because Lee
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STEP 3: Research & Insights

This is our learning step. We scour the landscape to see what makes people tick. 

And of course, what creates engagement. It starts with an insight – a nugget – which spurs a 

direction for our core messaging and creative. 

Target Markets

To raise overall awareness, we will leverage frequent visitors’ home markets, along with 

drive time markets outside of Nebraska. Additionally, we will utilize advanced mapping and 

research techniques to identify the billboards best suited to reach the target consumers, with 

primary focus on the markets that offer direct flights to the state and on markets that index 

high for Outdoor Adventure travelers.

With our digital capabilities, we can geo-target these specific areas to help penetrate the true 

target audience to ensure we are reaching all potential visitors. Additionally, we outline 

audience  demographics, behavior patterns and psychographics for each targeted market 

and develop creative messaging and tactics that resonate with them. 

Target Audiences

To increase visitors from various states and stages of life, we first need to understand the 

overlying motivations to travel to the region. This understanding allows us to further define 

and successfully reach potential visitors . This process involves the combination of 

demographic factors – such as targeting by age, education and household income, 

combined with targeting based on interests and passions to create a strategic picture of 

potential visitors.
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STEP 4: Connecting To Audiences Through Media

Our media plan guarantees that every dollar is spent in                                                                  

a way that will provide the biggest return on investment

by attracting a broad range of visitors. The easiest way 

for us to do this is by ensuring two things—first,                                                                     

that we’re using the right marketing mix to reach people 

where they will be most receptive to the messaging, and

second, that we develop creative advertising and messaging that appeals to an individual’s 

personal interests (Step 5). Both things will be accomplished in a strategic manner through 

providing a 360-degree approach in reaching visitors. 

When buying media, we leverage relationships with vendor partners to access the lowest 

rates possible, providing bonus media and added-value to our clients. Additionally, by not 

using an outside media buyer, all costs related to preparation, media planning, and placement 

including monthly reconciliations, are all included at no additional cost to the campaign.

Ensuring we are connecting effectively with the right prospective visitors, at the right time and 

in the most effective way to prompt engagement and action is our goal. Lee Enterprises 

Nebraska will utilize data and insights to determine where they live, work, play, how they 

engage with media, and what motivates them; identifying where target audiences are based 

on location, shopping channels, and media preferences. For example, pulling media 

consumption for National Park visitors tells us the best way to reach that particular audience.

Admall by Audience Scan (2021)

Advertising Engagement for National Park Visitors Audience All US Difference

Sponsored search result (like on Google, Yahoo or Bing) 37.5% 30.5% +23%

Emailed ad or newsletter 31.3% 25.5% +23%

Internet banner ad 27.7% 23.1% +20%

Advertising circulars in your mailbox or inserted in the Sunday 

newspaper
28.8% 24.3% +19%

Newspaper (print, online, mobile or tablet) 24.3% 20.5% +19%

Daily deals (like Groupon or LivingSocial) 22.2% 18.7% +19%

Ad on a social network 37.7% 32.2% +17%

Ads/Coupons in your mailbox 33.7% 28.7% +17%

Ad that plays before or during the video you want to watch 29.7% 25.4% +17%

Magazine (print, online, mobile or on tablet) 22.1% 19.1% +16%

Outdoor ad/sign/billboard 20.8% 18% +16%

Mention on an audio podcast 17.4% 15.1% +15%

Text link ad on a website 24.2% 21.2% +14%

Radio (over-the-air, online, mobile or tablet) 25.2% 22.4% +13%

Television (traditional, including cable or satellite subscription) 35.3% 31.9% +11%

Mobile smartphone app or text message 35% 31.5% +11%

Directory search (online or printed Yellow Pages book) 17.5% 15.8% +11%

Streaming TV advertising (such as Hulu, Pluto TV or Tubi TV) 32.1% 29.4% +9%

Ads at movie theater 13.8% 12.9% +7%

Audience = People who visit national parks; All US = All US Average 

Adult; Difference = How likely National Park Visitors are to respond to 

media vs. average adult.
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successful communication and increased brand recognition starts with great creative. At Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska, we know that great creative demands more than simply making things 

look inviting or telling a good story. Our creative evolves from the strategic insights gained 

through our intensive research and discovery process. This approach allows us to create 

communication materials that resonate with targeted audiences, motivate inquiries and 

increase tourism. The content developed serves as the foundation for all marketing tactics 

that will be executed throughout the year, and projects distinctive offerings of Nebraska.

Our Creative Process

• Discovery & Research: Understanding every aspect of the Nebraska Tourism brand

• Inspiration: Uncovering insights that spark ideas

• Differentiating Factors: What raises Nebraska above other destination sites

• Value Proposition: The experiential benefit for each targeted audience segment

• Brand Attributes: Nebraska’s values, personality, voice and tone

• Key Messaging: Key communication points across each audience

• Positioning: Nebraska Tourism’s distinctive position in the marketplace

• Creative Strategy: Our strategic approach to reaching your goals

All of our production is done in-house and your team will be based from our Nebraska office in 

Lincoln. With all the power of our national markets and teams, Nebraska Tourism will receive 

added value, expertise and local connection.

Our teams strive for campaign performance above local, national and legacy benchmarks. It all 

starts with effective communication and an engaging, collaborative team environment. We 

cultivate strong relationships with our key contacts immediately and work diligently for optimal 

results. In addition, all departments within Lee Enterprises Nebraska work closely on a daily basis. 

Because we are a national marketing company with local roots, we offer the best of both worlds. 

Production, strategy and media buying are backed by our ability to develop work in-house thus 

providing the best possible value add. Other marketing and advertising companies just cannot 

compete. 

Our creative strategies are developed collaboratively with our clients and creative staff working 

together. Lee Enterprises Nebraska delivers strategic solutions by humanizing 

messaging through meaningful stories, experiences and events. Our team of writers, designers 

and marketing pros, leverage our diverse expertise to produce tailored, results-driven programs.

STEP 5: Creative Strategy

Destination marketing is 

driven by unique, engaging, 

quality content, used across 

a variety of channels, such 

as paid campaigns, social 

media, websites, blog posts, 

visitor itineraries, media and 

partner relations and more. 

For Nebraska Tourism,
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STEP 6: Execute, Monitor, Measure, Optimize and Report

Lee Enterprises Nebraska tracks and reports on everything we do. Outcomes speak to how well 

we are moving the needle in terms of awareness, perceptions and likelihood to act. 

• Overview of campaign activity and other efforts

• Digital content engagement and impressions served

• Social media reporting

• Public relations reporting

• Creative review and adjustments

• CO-OP reports —Campaign recommendations based on performance metrics and results 

• Event recaps as appropriate

Analyzing and tracking performance is an ongoing real-time effort. We don’t just leave 

campaigns to run and pull reporting at the conclusion. We are continuously monitoring campaign 

effectiveness, and recommending strategic optimizations that can immediately enhance 

performance.

If changes need to be made, we will communicate these suggested modifications with the client’s 

project management team to ensure nothing is overlooked. If more overarching changes need to 

be made within the placements and tactics, we will also address these together.  

Once a project begins, the account manager will track and receive real-time updates about each 

project’s progress. Our project management system also generates monthly reports that outline 

staff hours per project as needed. This system is particularly helpful when working on complex 

projects. It allows our team to keep time spent on projects specific to each deliverable and 

ensure we are on track for the time allotted.

We measure implied attribution for these tactics through a variety of implied metrics: 

• Impressions

• Reach

• Website traffic

• Average time on page

• Bounce rate

• Brand lift
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Lee Enterprises has 487 employees residing and working across more than twenty 

Nebraska communities, rural areas, and cities and towns. These teams are supported by 

an additional 250 team members across the US who have expertise in all areas of 

campaign marketing. 

As a full-service agency, Lee Enterprises Nebraska has the backing of the entire team for 

this tourism project. We have specialists in every area of marketing, creative and media 

buying. This allows us to provide everything needed for a campaign in-house, and at a 

significant cost savings. We don’t need to hire sub-contractors because we have the 

capabilities within our talented team. 

As outlined below, Lee Enterprises Nebraska has access to a plethora of expertise which 

covers every element of media creative, planning and buying.

BRAND AVE (Creative, Branding, Content)

28 employees

DIGITAL (Full Digital Suite, Trade Desk, Analytics)

158 employees

FULL CIRCLE (Strategic Planning , Media Buying, 

Plan Execution) 

34 employees

CONNECT (Event Production & Management)

12 employees

INSIGHTS (Research & Data)

11 employees

LMS (Print & Mail Solutions)

9 employees

Lee Enterprises Full Circle Agency

ATTACHMENT A  – 1.A.III. - CREATIVE/PRODUCTION SERVICES
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HOW WE’RE DIFFERENT:

We provide premier full-service marketing solutions, 

access to local audiences and influencers, discounted 

rates and bonus media, first and third-party data, and 

the latest innovative solutions in the market. 

Powered by a team of innovative thinkers, we are 

passionate about crafting strategy that connects 

audiences authentically, and incites action to meet 

your goals. 

 Invested In Innovation: We have access to 

invaluable first and third-party data, and we ensure 

our clients receive the latest analytic, delivery, and 

targeting technology/strategies. We implement a 

media buying strategy that utilizes large agency 

buying power combined with our niche agency 

attention to detail. 

 Collaborative & Connected: We connect brands 

and clients to an extensive network of platforms, 

influencers, and distribution channels to offer 

discounted rates, additional added value/bonus 

media, creative solutions beyond “spots and dots”, 

and community outreach/engagement.

 Maximize Budget For Success: We focus on 

placing as much budget as possible towards 

effective execution and delivery. Our price structure, 

media relationships, and access to data enable us 

to include research, strategic plan development, 

and account management as added value services 

included in your contract with us.

 We own media. When you buy from us, you 

bypass significant fees as they are included in 

the media buy. There is no middle man. Here, 

we offer added value that most other agencies 

just cannot. It is what makes Lee Enterprises 

Nebraska different.

Throughout our history, we have 

been rooted in the fabrics of our 

communities, locally invested in 

the development and success of 

each market. It’s what drives our 

passion to assist in delivering 

impactful work for organizations 

like yours. 

Marketplace Positioning: 

Uniquely positioned in the media 

and local landscape, we provide 

institutions like yours with an 

innovative and flexible approach to 

full-service contracts that 

maximizes budgets to deliver the 

greatest amount of paid media 

implementation. Our rate structure 

allows clients to allocate budget 

that might normally be reserved for 

management fees or research 

rates to fully fund message 

development and deployment.  

Our Mission & Philosophy: 

We leverage our unique access 

and position in the industry by 

providing a high quality approach 

to strategic planning and media 

buying. We help our clients achieve 

a positive impact on your 

audiences. We are a team of local 

people ingrained in the community 

and supported by industry experts 

across the region. We are your 

neighbors, business communities, 

and friends.

Lee Enterprises owns 350 newspapers and 100 websites across 77 markets. We are a full service 

agency with digital, print, TV, radio, OOH, marketing research, web development and design, and 

strong media buying across the country. Each month Lee Enterprises Nebraska services tens of 

thousands of advertisers with engagement, planning, media buying and placement, and creative 

and campaign management. 

ATTACHMENT A  – 1.A.IV. - CREATIVE/PRODUCTION SERVICES 
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Perhaps our biggest difference:

We love Nebraska

Lee Enterprises Nebraska has a fierce passion for the state and every beautiful and quirky 

experience it has to offer. This, paired with our proven track record of delivering results, makes us 

uniquely qualified to partner with the state on this project. 

We’re connected

• We have professional connections across the U.S. to leverage exposure for your 

destination messaging.

• Lee Enterprises Nebraska’s benefit above other agencies is our two distinct teams engaging 

and interacting with our communities every day. First, our journalists cover the stories our 

communities want and need to know about by telling Nebraska’s rich story daily. Second, 

our marketing consulting teams work with clients of all sizes across the state connecting to 

help their businesses and organizations grow and prosper. Rich insight is gained from this 

structure so we can put our collective knowledge to good use for you.

We are creative, accountable and responsible

• We insist on providing high quality ideas as a perk of our partnership, not as something to 

charge on a monthly statement. 

• We enforce accountability and are held to a higher standard than other agencies in part 

because of our experience and partnerships with leading media companies like Amazon, 

Google and Facebook. These companies command a high level of performance on their 

platforms, and we consistently exceed their benchmark expectations. 

• When you work with us, you work with experienced professionals who understand your 

goals. 

We can navigate challenges

Lee Enterprises Nebraska understands there are unique opportunities when it comes to 

promoting a state like Nebraska. The state’s picturesque and unique landscape, unmatched 

recreational opportunities, and renowned hospitality make it an easier sell, but there's still a 

challenge in setting the right expectations for prospective travelers. Instead of throwing a wide net 

to reach as many people as possible with marketing messages, it becomes essential 

to recruit discerning travelers who will be stewards of our lands and respect our 

collective resources. Our company understands that complex dynamic and the messaging effort 

needed to attract visitors. By setting the right expectations and creatively executing that 

messaging it will resound with the right audiences at the right time.

Your success is important to us – as Nebraskans and as marketing professionals. 
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All of our production is done in-house and your team will be based from our Nebraska 

offices. With all the power of our national markets and teams, The Nebraska Tourism 

Commission will receive added value, expertise and local connection.

Our teams strive for campaign performance above local, national and legacy benchmarks. It 

all starts with effective communication and an engaging, collaborative team environment. We 

cultivate strong relationships with our key contacts immediately and work diligently for 

optimal results. In addition, all departments within Lee Enterprises Nebraska work closely on 

a daily basis. 

Because we are a national marketing company with local roots, we offer the best of both 

worlds. Production, strategy and media buying are backed by our ability to develop work in-

house thus providing the best possible value add. Other marketing and advertising 

companies just cannot compete. 

Our creative strategies are developed collaboratively with our clients and creative staff 

working together. Lee Enterprises Nebraska delivers strategic solutions by humanizing 

messaging through meaningful stories, experiences and events. Our team of writers, 

designers and marketing pros leverage our diverse expertise to produce tailored, results-

driven programs.

Creative Strategy

Marketing is driven by unique, engaging, quality content, used across a variety of channels, 

such as paid campaigns, social media, websites, blog posts, visitor itineraries, media and 

partner relations and more. For Nebraska Tourism Commission, successful communication 

and increased brand recognition starts with great creative. At Lee Enterprises Nebraska, we 

know that great creative demands more than simply making things look inviting or telling a 

good story. Our creative evolves from the strategic insights gained through our intensive 

research and discovery process. This approach allows us to create communication materials 

that resonate with targeted audiences, motivate inquiries and increase visitation. The 

content developed serves as the foundation for all marketing tactics that will be executed 

throughout the year.

Our Creative Process

• Discovery & Research: Understanding every aspect of Nebraska Tourism 

• Inspiration: Uncovering insights that spark ideas

• Differentiating Factors: What raises Nebraska Tourism’s offerings above any competition

• Value Proposition: The experiential benefit for each targeted audience segment

• Brand Attributes: Nebraska Tourism’s values, personality, voice and tone (including how 

tourism gives back to the community and the state)

• Key Messaging: Key communication points across each audience

• Positioning: Nebraska Tourism’s exciting and distinctive position in the marketplace

• Creative Strategy: Our strategic approach to reaching your goals
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Below are samples of Lee Enterprise Nebraska’s work on several campaigns within the state, as well as 

campaigns by our parent company, Lee Enterprises, Our creative team is experienced in developing the 

most effective messaging for your campaign, focused on your target audiences. 
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WEST YELLOWSTONE CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE & TBID

GOAL: The West Yellowstone Chamber 

of Commerce and TBID wanted to target 

their designated dollars from their 

allocation of Montana collected bed tax 

and general fund dollars to promote West 

Yellowstone as the go-to entrance of 

Yellowstone National Park. They were 

looking for a unique and creative plan that 

met Montana marketing brand guidelines 

as well as used their budget to reach the 

most amount of prospective travelers.

SOLUTION: Amplified Digital developed a 

integrated digital marketing plan that 

implemented tactics including hyperlocal 

geofenced targeted display, addressable 

social media marketing, retargeting, pay 

per click, targeted native, email marketing, 

specialty print publication placements and 

premium digital placements on newspaper 

websites across Montana. Amplified also 

developed a creative strategy that was 

used across all media. The goal of the 

campaign is to reach prospective travelers 

at select geographies to increase 

attendance at the West Yellowstone 

entrance.

RESULTS: The campaign has been running 

since March 2020 and consistently performs 

above industry average for CTRs. Regular 

optimization to the campaign to evaluate 

keywords, targeting and creative imagery 

are adjusted to increase engagement bi-

monthly as needed. The campaign is 

primarily measured on web visits.
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GOAL: Encourage road trip travel to this 
popular beach destination. Demonstrate the 
value and attractions of Myrtle Beach, 
delivering a re-brand leveraging stories and 
island secrets.

SOLUTION: Creation of an interactive 
content experience to tell these stories and 
engage the audience. Art elements, new 
color palettes, a new logo and a hard 
working budget, put Myrtle Beach in front of 
consumers like never before. 

RESULTS: Within four weeks, the brand 
identity, stories, interactive experience and 
paid media campaigns were developed and 
launched. 

Note that this campaign is still active and 
results are pending…

BRANDED CONTENT INTERACTIVE 

EXPERIENCE PAGE:

https://journalnow.com/brandavestudios/sponso

red/road-trip-myrtle-beach/article_f3585af5-

941d-5d6a-9f81-68d0bc370cb6.html

Campaign Development, Branded Content 

Strategy and Creative Development (included 

content and video), Campaign Execution

MYRTLE BEACH

Social Campaign

• 2,672,851 impressions

• 93,288 clicks 

• 3.49% CTR 

• 536,839 reach

Native Ad Campaign

• 2,000,572  impressions

• 2,292 clicks

• 0.11%  CTR

Display Ads  

• 36,260 impressions

• 34 clicks

• 0.09% CTR
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Tourism and travel recovery is likely to rebound strongly in 2022. Depending on Covid infection 

rates throughout the year, domestic travel may significantly surpass pre-pandemic levels. As 

Covid vaccines continue to protect travelers from contracting a severe form of the virus, 

consumer confidence will grow. Travelers will be more inclined to board planes, stay in hotels 

and eat in restaurants.

In addition, 16.7% of US adults have traveled across the U.S. at least once within the last year 

and plan to do so again. 48.0% of US adults are planning to vacation inside the U.S. within the 

next year. While industry recovery is still uneven for international and business travel, domestic 

vacation travel is close to pre-pandemic levels, and projections show that 2022 should actually 

surpass pre-pandemic levels. 

While Covid does still have an impact on Americans’ perceived ability to have meaningful travel 

experiences, the number of people who are worried enough to stay home continues to 

decrease.

As of late February, 2022, 82% of Americans are feeling a strong excitement to travel, and 61% 

think that budgeting for travel is a high priority. Interestingly, the window of time for planning a 

trip is a short two months – perhaps because of the ongoing uncertainty regarding the constant 

possibility of an uptick in Covid cases or new variants at any given time. 

For 2022, the most popular travel plans include family trips and romantic getaways, followed by 

girlfriend trips, solo trips and reunion trips. Many travelers want to travel to escape stress. 

Vacation trends have changed as seen below:

• 54.2% prefer visiting places they have never been to 

• 53.6% try to limit personal impact on the environment when traveling

• 47.6% tend to prefer “active time” to “down time” on vacations

• 40.6% say friends/relatives often ask them for travel advice or opinions

• 39.0% say luxury travel experiences are an important part of traveling

• 35.3% say they often makes new friends while traveling

• 33.4% say they are excited to try new trip planning technology 

• 28.9% usually support minority-owned businesses when traveling

U.S. Travel forecasts by ustravel.org show that domestic travel spending (down by 42% in 

2020) has increased in 2021 and will rise from $642 billion in 2020 to $932 billion in 2022 

showing significant recovery. The number of trips (at a low of $1.40 billion in 2020) is 

projected at an increase $1.86 billion in 2022. 

Travel trends for 2022 and beyond are changing. Technology will be paramount with the 

possibility of digital vaccine passports, timely travel condition status updates, and contactless 

check-ins and food apps.

Sources: Admall by Audience Scan; Destination Analysts (2/28/22); World Travel & Tourism 

Council; Oxford Economics; U.S. Travel Association; smartvel.org.
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Personalization will be more important than ever before. Creating daily itineraries include 

the need for information such as the status of health protocols for movie theaters, 

restaurants, lodging and even outdoor activities will require hyper updated-to-the-minute 

content in apps, social media, and websites. 

As Americans begin to contemplate travel again, experiential travel is most important 

including reconnecting with family and friends. Visitors will seek out hidden gems, dream 

destinations and nature focused activities. Clean and secure lodging is also a top priority. 

Eco-tourism and sustainability are also beginning to be more sought after as trips are 

planned in 2022.

Sources: Admall by Audience Scan; Destination Analysts (2/28/22); World Travel & Tourism Council; Oxford 

Economics; U.S. Travel Association; smartvel.org.

What does this mean for tourism in Nebraska? All of these trends and statistics are good 

news. Nebraska offers just the kind of experiential travel that Americans are looking for in 

the near future. The “Honestly, it’s not for everyone” campaign will peak the curiosity of 

these kinds of travelers and make them curious to experience a vacation where they can 

choose open vistas and privacy, or outdoor festivals and group events that feel safe. 
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Lee Enterprises has experience both in Nebraska and nationally with value-based marketing. 

We pursue these kinds of campaigns both because we have been successful in this area, but 

also because it is our way of “giving back” to the communities we care about. For example, 

campaigns such as Covid vaccinations, and Nebraska Suicide connect with Nebraskans and 

improve their lives. 

CONTENT CAMPAIGN TO EDUCATE

CONSUMERS ABOUT COVID & 

CHILDREN

COVID Myth-busting

Article with interview of local doctor discussing 

protecting children under the age 12, not eligible 

for vaccination.

DISTRIBUTION:

Native: Dispelling myths about COVID-19 

vaccination so we can protect our children

Description: With COVID-19 cases rising in 

children, we need to listen to the experts on 

vaccines.

Social: Eligible for the COVID-19 vaccine but 

hesitant to do so? Let the experts alleviate 

concerns — so we can protect our kids and 

communities.
CONTENT THAT CONNECTS 

WITH LIFESTYLE

FDA Approval Announcement

Interactive Piece educating what 

FDA approval means to the general 

public. Listicle Incorporated.

DISTRIBUTION:

Native headline: It’s fully approved. 

Now what?

FB social post: The full FDA 

approval of the COVID-19 vaccine 

has given some people the green 

light they’ve been waiting for to get 

vaccinated, but others are still on the 

fence. Got questions? We have 

answers.
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IT’S NOT FOR EVERYONE 

In this sample video, we set the tone for how all types of folks have fun in Nebraska. Whether 

you’re a hiker, festival fan, drinker, fisher, Ag admirer, camper, golfer, astronomer…. If you like 

fun, Nebraska might just be for you. 

We recommend a series of articles to educate and playfully promote the wacky and wonderful 

Nebraska. Some examples:

 Myth vs Fact: 7 surprising facts about Nebraska (Did you know some Nebraskan’s  

have never petted a cow?!)

 Off the beaten path: The weirdest, wackiest sites in Nebraska you must see to believe

 8 made in-Nebraska brews that will knock your socks off

 Why you need to go to a hootenanny and what to wear (Should you get gussied up?)

See our sample creative approach here: 

https://video214.com/play/YzdHTt2VGmpSwDNqJbD8eQ/s/dark

https://video214.com/play/YzdHTt2VGmpSwDNqJbD8eQ/s/dark
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Lee Enterprises Nebraska is a full capacity media buyer with years of experience in 

television, radio, digital, print, social and out-of-home. We make media buys based on where 

your constituents live and work because data driven decisions increase ROI and provide 

deeper engagement with consumers. Using ongoing optimization, zoning efficiency, and 

targeted alignment with your desired constituency, we will create a comprehensive series of 

strategies for media buys that will get the word out statewide and drive up delivery of your 

messaging.

Because Lee Enterprises Nebraska owns media we are able to offer impressive added 

value when you buy media with us. Our unique advantage is that we are a media 

company with digital and creative agencies attached. Our staff of traditional media 

buyers, digital media strategists, social media and public relations experts will work together 

to purchase and place your message to reach each specific audience where they are 

consuming media. In addition, we have connections and relationships in communities where it 

counts. Developing more partnerships is easy for us. Additionally, by not using an outside 

media buyer, all costs related to preparation, media planning, and placement including 

monthly reconciliations, are all included at no additional cost to the campaign. Here, we add 

more value than the average advertising agency.

For vendors outside of our owned and operated purview, our media team will negotiate 

directly on behalf of Nebraska Tourism Commission. In all discussions, we are prepared with 

factual data and performance based analysis of the placements. This includes audited 

audience data, market benchmarks and past historical performance of the vendor relative to 

our campaigns. We will ensure you benefit from a competitive buy. 

Our goal is to keep the marketing and advertising process simple so the Nebraska Tourism 

Commission can get messaging and campaigns into the target communities exponentially. 

We understand the importance of making every media dollar count, and our buying approach 

is to provide the most effective delivery that achieves the greatest action or impact for your 

budget. Most clients would never know if their agency outsources or buys digital 

impressions through a third-party vendor. The difference shows in the results. We are 

nimble and scale and optimize your campaign beyond a CPM (rate).

Our skilled and experienced media team uses the following process to develop annual 

media buying plans in collaboration with our clients:

1. Utilize our extensive local knowledge, research tools and databases to analyze your 

market and present you with our findings.

2. Review and analyze your current and past advertising to establish a baseline for 

developing the new annual media buying plan. 

3. Provide an agency of record letter from you to each prospective media vendor, 

collecting their proposals and assessing each one’s ability to help achieve your 

goals.  

4. Present our recommended media plan to you, complete with market research, cost 

breakdowns and projected results, and then collaborate with you to finalize the plan 

together.

5. Follow up with all applicable vendors to negotiate the best tactics at the best price, 

leveraging our negotiation experience and national buying power.

6. Present you with contracts containing the details of every tactic in the media plan, so 
you can review and approve each buy with full transparency. 
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M E D I A

Media Planning & Buying

• Comprehensive Digital Media 

• Television, Radio, Print, OOH, Direct Mail, 

etc. 

Social Channels

• Strategy Consult & Develop

• Brand Kit/Social Visual “Voice” Design

• Contest Creation & Mgmt.

• Content Development & Mgmt.

• Blog Writing

• Video / Live Strategy Development

• Social Influencer Dev. & Mgmt.

Search

• Search Marketing, Optimization

• Google Shopping Conversion Mapping & 

Tracking

Audience Targeting

• Demo, Intent, Site, & Content Targeting

• Customer Match / Remarketing

• Targeted Email

• Facebook, IG, Waze, & Snapchat

• Targeted Email & List Purchasing

• Mobile Location & IP Targeting

• CTV / OTT, Audio & YouTube

• Predictive Programmatic  

Multi-Channel Display Advertising

• Display

• Native

• Audio

• Video

• OTT/CTV

• DOOH

S T R AT E G I C  P L A N N I N G

Research, Data & Insights

• First and Third-Party Data Resources

• Focus Groups

• Digital and Print Surveys

C R E AT I V E

Production & Editing

• Graphic Design

• Broadcast, Audio

• Photography & Videography

• Talent Acquisition

Paid Content

• Content Distribution (excl. channels)

• Native/Branded Content Dev.

• Articles

• Listicles

• Infographics

• Interactive Experience Hubs

• Interactive Quizzes/Sweeps

• Social Influencer

• Podcast Creation & Sponsorship

Reporting & Analytics

• Optimization reporting and 

recommendations

• Monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly and/or 

annual reporting

Lee Enterprises Full Circle Services
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Lee Enterprises Nebraska’s agency services include everything from creative to media buying. 

With decades of experience in media buying and negotiating, in concert with the fact that we 

own media, we can offer the best added value to the Nebraska Tourism Commission. 

Our first priority is your success, which means we first take the time to listen to your goals and 

objectives, so that we fully understand your project before moving forward. Our team will take a 

deep dive into first and third party data to uncover as much information on the target audiences, 

the industry, challenges, and the landscape to help guide our media planning and placements. 

This research will also help us map out an analytic strategy that will collect invaluable insights 

into audiences, messaging, performance, and more throughout the campaign. 

Our marketing plans are methodically developed to deliver the greatest reach, frequency, and 

most importantly, greatest ability to engage, motivate, and incite action with the target audience. 

Our local team is experienced in the following:

• Media options by geography

• Geographic analysis of media options

• Media evaluation

• Media planning

• Rate negotiation

• Media budgeting

• Media execution/buying

Consumers are informed, purposeful, and more prepared than ever before. Each consumer moves 

through their purchase journey in different ways, interacting with various forms of media and 

information along the way. Our in house experts take a holistic approach to tactics and platforms and 

understand how each tactic works with others to achieve strategic goals.
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HOW WE’RE DIFFERENT:

We provide premier full-service marketing solutions, 

access to local audiences and influencers, discounted 

rates and bonus media, first and third-party data, and 

the latest innovative solutions in the market. 

Powered by a team of innovative thinkers, we are 

passionate about crafting strategy that connects 

audiences authentically, and incites action to meet 

your goals. 

 Invested In Innovation: We have access to 

invaluable first and third-party data, and we ensure 

our clients receive the latest analytic, delivery, and 

targeting technology/strategies. We implement a 

media buying strategy that utilizes large agency 

buying power combined with our niche agency 

attention to detail. 

 Collaborative & Connected: We connect brands 

and clients to an extensive network of platforms, 

influencers, and distribution channels to offer 

discounted rates, additional added value/bonus 

media, creative solutions beyond “spots and dots”, 

and community outreach/engagement.

 Maximize Budget For Success: We focus on 

placing as much budget as possible towards 

effective execution and delivery. Our price structure, 

media relationships, and access to data enable us 

to include research, strategic plan development, 

and account management as added value services 

included in your contract with us.

 We own media. When you buy from us, you 

bypass significant fees as they are included in 

the media buy. There is no middle man. Here, 

we offer added value that most other agencies 

just cannot. It is what makes Lee Enterprises 

Nebraska different.

Throughout our history, we have 

been rooted in the fabrics of our 

communities, locally invested in 

the development and success of 

each market. It’s what drives our 

passion to assist in delivering 

impactful work for organizations 

like yours. 

Marketplace Positioning: 

Uniquely positioned in the media 

and local landscape, we provide 

institutions like yours with an 

innovative and flexible approach to 

full-service contracts that 

maximizes budgets to deliver the 

greatest amount of paid media 

implementation. Our rate structure 

allows clients to allocate budget 

that might normally be reserved for 

management fees or research 

rates to fully fund message 

development and deployment.  

Our Mission & Philosophy: 

We leverage our unique access 

and position in the industry by 

providing a high quality approach 

to strategic planning and media 

buying. We help our clients achieve 

a positive impact on your 

audiences. We are a team of local 

people ingrained in the community 

and supported by industry experts 

across the region. We are your 

neighbors, business communities, 

and friends.

Lee Enterprises owns 350 newspapers and 100 websites across 77 markets. We are a full service 

agency with digital, print, TV, radio, OOH, marketing research, web development and design, and 

strong media buying across the country. Each month Lee Enterprises Nebraska services tens of 

thousands of advertisers with engagement, planning, media buying and placement, and creative 

and campaign management. 
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We know Nebraska. We are Nebraska. 

Lee Enterprises Nebraska has a long history in the news business stemming back to 1885 with 

the founding of the Omaha World-Herald and the Lincoln Journal Star in 1902. We have an 

impressive history and dedication to the many communities where Nebraskans work, live and play. 

With 487 people employed by Lee Enterprises Nebraska, we reside and participate in the 

communities we serve across the state. We support State of Nebraska initiatives, participate in 

policy issues, vote for local representatives, and are involved in the cities, towns, schools, 

libraries, little leagues, and high school sports teams where we live

We’re connected

• We have professional connections across the U.S. to leverage exposure for your 

destination messaging.

• Lee Enterprises Nebraska’s benefit above other agencies is our two distinct teams 

engaging and interacting with our communities every day. First, our journalists cover the 

stories our communities want and need to know by telling Nebraska’s story 

daily. Second, our marketing teams work with clients of all sizes across the state 

connecting to help their businesses and organizations grow and prosper. Rich insight is 

gained from this structure so we can put our collective knowledge to good use for 

Nebraska Tourism.

We are creative, accountable and responsible

• We insist on providing high quality ideas as a perk of our partnership, not as something 

to charge on a monthly statement. 

• We enforce accountability and are held to a higher standard than other agencies in part 

because of our experience and partnerships with leading media companies like Amazon, 

Google and Facebook. These companies command a high level of performance on their 

platforms, and we consistently exceed their benchmark expectations. 

• We understand the importance of the budget that would be entrusted to us and take that 

responsibility seriously. When you work with us, you work with experienced professionals 

who understand your goals. 
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Print:

Newspapers & Local 

Publications

Digital:

Targeted Display

Social Media

Bulletins

Posters

Digital Mobile 

Billboards

Digital Display Ad

Billboard

Billboard

Social Media
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While Covid does still have an impact on Americans’ perceived ability to have meaningful travel 

experiences, the number of people who are worried enough to stay home continues to 

decrease.

People are ready to get out and about.  Spring break travel was up and airports have been 

busier this year than they have in past 24 months.  As of late February, 2022, 82% of 

Americans are feeling a strong excitement to travel, and 61% think that budgeting for travel is a 

high priority. Interestingly, the window of time for planning a trip is a short two months – perhaps 

because of the ongoing uncertainty regarding the constant possibility of an uptick in Covid

cases or new variants at any given time. 

Domestic travel may significantly surpass pre-pandemic levels. As Covid vaccines continue to 

protect travelers from contracting a severe form of the virus, consumer confidence will grow. 

Travelers will be more inclined to board planes, stay in hotels and eat in restaurants. In 

addition, 16.7% of US adults have traveled across the U.S. at least once within the last year 

and plan to do so again. 48.0% of US adults are planning to vacation inside the U.S. within the 

next year. While industry recovery is still uneven for international and business travel, domestic 

vacation travel is close to pre-pandemic levels, and projections show that 2022 should actually 

surpass pre-pandemic levels. 

U.S. Travel forecasts by ustravel.org show that domestic travel spending (down by – 42% in 

2020) has increased in 2021 and will rise from $642 billion in 2020 to $932 billion in 2022 

showing significant recovery. The number of trips (at a low of 1.40 billion in 2020) is projected at 

an increase 1.86 billion in 2022. 

For 2022, the most popular travel plans include family trips and romantic getaways, followed by 

girlfriend trips, solo trips and reunion trips. Many travelers want to travel to escape stress. 

Vacation trends have changed as seen below:

Sources: Admall by Audience Scan; Destination Analysts (2/28/22); World Travel & Tourism 

Council; Oxford Economics; U.S. Travel Association; smartvel.org.

As Americans begin to contemplate travel again, experiential travel are most important 

including reconnecting with family and friends. Visitors will seek out hidden gems, dream 

destinations and nature focused activities. Clean and secure lodging is also a top priority. 

Eco-tourism and sustainability are also beginning to be more sought after as trips are 

planned in 2022.

All of these trends and statistics are good news. Nebraska offers just the kind of 

experiential travel that Americans are looking for in the near future. The “Honestly, it’s not 

for everyone” campaign will peak the curiosity of these kinds of travelers and make them 

curious to experience a vacation where they can choose open vistas and privacy, or 

outdoor festivals and group events that feel safe. 
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According to the World Travel & Tourism Council and Oxford Economics, tourism and travel 

recovery is likely to rebound strongly in 2022. Depending on Covid infection rates throughout the 

year, the domestic travel may significantly surpass pre-pandemic levels. As the Covid vaccines 

continue to protect travelers from contracting a severe form of the virus, consumer confidence 

will grow. Travelers will be more inclined to board planes, stay in hotels and eat in restaurants. 

Geographic Potential: Family Vacation

Index (104~109)

Index (99~104)

Index (94~99)

Index (89~94)

Index (84~89)

These are the top 

15 DMAs in the 60-

450 mile radius 

when we look at 

indexing for a 

likelihood of taking 

a family vacation.

Area Name Est. Count % Comp Index

Denver, CO 1,631,524 17.25% 109

Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN 1,655,289 17.50% 107

Kansas City, MO-KS 847,464 8.96% 104

Omaha, NE 379,630 4.01% 104

Des Moines-Ames, IA 389,334 4.12% 102

Cedar Rapids et al, IA 301,056 3.18% 101

Rochester et al, MN-IA 125,534 1.33% 101

Mankato, MN 45,211 0.48% 100

Colorado Springs et al, CO 321,901 3.40% 99

Fargo, ND 216,942 2.29% 99

Cheyenne et al, WY-NE 49,570 0.52% 98

Oklahoma City, OK 601,671 6.36% 98

Sioux Falls et al, SD 227,704 2.41% 98

Sioux City, IA 126,503 1.34% 98

Amarillo, TX 156,115 1.65% 98
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ATTACHMENT A - 2.A.VI.C) – MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING

AVAILABLE MEDIA TACTICS

To drive travel to Nebraska and increase knowledge of why Nebraska is a place to visit, it is 

important to layer influential forms of media that are personal and to target segmentations. We 

consider the uniqueness of the target audience segments against all the media options available; 

limiting messaging ‘waste’ to those who are not the best potential audience, all while honing the 

messaging to prospective travelers in each of best potential target audiences. 

TRADITIONAL MEDIA

Local Broadcast TV

Local Radio

Geo-Targeted Cable

Print

Billboards

Direct Mail

Pack Insert

Niche Publications

Lee Exclusive Distribution

BRANDED CONTENT

In the congested streets of 

traditional advertising, 

branded content is a viable 

way to connect with an 

audience, engage them in 

creative ways and effectively 

convey your messaging. 

DIGITAL MEDIA

YouTube TrueView

Pre-Roll Videos on YouTube, with 80%+ view ability across desktop, 

mobile and tablet. Target your audience further by country, state, 

county, DMA or Zip code.

Targeted eBlasts

Reach highly targeted audiences right in their inbox with our 

permission based, targeted email marketing program. Layer targeting 

data sets such as gender, race, age, income, location, hobbies and 

lifestyle interests.

Targeted Social

Reach your target audiences where they already 

spend time online via Facebook and Instagram. Target audiences by 

function, interests, life events, and behaviors. 

Website Retargeting

Retarget visitors that have viewed relevant content on your website 

with display ads and messages wherever those consumers go online. 

Audience Targeted Display/ Video

Target specific audiences via demographics, keywords, site category, 

topic and behaviors. Geo-target by county, DMA or zip code. Includes 

premium above the fold placements and predictive programmatic.

OTT/CTV

Reach cord cutters or expand your traditional TV campaign with OTT 

digital video commercials displayed on their connected TV devices. 

We will craft targeting parameters based on the custom needs of the 

campaign.

Programmatic Audio

Run your video or audio ad to users who are listening to specific 

Premium Streaming Services such as Pandora, iHeart Radio.com, 

and Spotify.

Digital Out-Of-Home (DOOH) & Exclusive Distribution Channels

Display and Native advertising on our newspaper websites will 

compliment your print strategy and rise to the top in organic search. 

Since Lee Enterprises Nebraska is owned by Lee Enterprises, we are 

able to place ads and content in online publications, which are not 

available via other vendors. 

This section outlines how our marketing philosophy is put into action and shows how Lee 

Enterprises Nebraska will implement the most effective campaign for Nebraska Tourism.
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ATTACHMENT A - 2.A.VI.C)1) – MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING

Viewer/Visitor

Fan/Follower

Click Throughs

Content Reader

Subscriber

Prospect

Repeat Customer

Customer

Brand Advocate
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Billboards, Radio, TV, Print, 

Targeted Digital Display, 

CTV/OTT, Social Ads 

SEO, Website, Social & Blog, Content, 

Presence Management, Targeted Display, 

Website Remarketing, 

Social Ads, PPC

Website Remarketing, Targeted Email, 

SEO, PPC, Social Ads, Enewsletters, 

Inspiration & 

Envisioning

Consideration & 

Planning

Decision & 

Booking

The Trip

Social Content, SMS, Social Ads, 

Targeted Emails, Social & Blog 

Content, Enewsletters, 

Media planning and buying begins with knowing the ways target audiences consume media.  We 

determine the best media mix to reach all audiences. Because we start with data, we plan and 

use media campaigns with mediums most used by your target audiences. 

We study the evolution of the consumer journey and our target audience’s preferred path for 

planning and booking a vacation. Travel shoppers are researching more than ever with 

information readily available at their fingertips. This journey towards booking their next adventure 

is a four-step decision making process:
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ATTACHMENT A - 2.a.vi.c.2) – MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING

We scour the landscape to see what makes people tick. And of course, what creates 

engagement. It starts with an insight – a nugget – which spurs a direction and POV for our 

creative and strategic process.

All marketing is personal. So the more we know about current customers and potential 

prospects, the better. With access to over 10,000 highly-predictive demographic and behavioral 

indicators and the most comprehensive multicultural data, our data insights give clients the 

most complete understanding of their customers and/or target audiences. Our powerful 

analytics and modeling capabilities turn data into the actionable information to execute 

seamless, effective multichannel campaigns and increases the ROI on every dollar.

Multicultural Behaviors: 68MM consumers, ethnicity, acculturation, language at the home, lifestyle, consumer behaviors and mo

Demographics: 

Age, income, 

education, household 

composition, wealth, 

home ownership and 

more

Lifestyle Behaviors: 

Shopping, financial, 

insurance, 

technology, media , 

energy and more

Multicultural 

Behaviors: 

Ethnicity, 

acculturation, 

language at the 

home, lifestyle, 

consumer behaviors 

and more

Purchase 

Behaviors: 

Tech adoption, device 

ownership, service 

provider, likelihood to 

switch, restaurants & 

retail preferences, 

media consumption, 

financial (wealth, 

credit indicators, 

products, home value, 

etc), automotive and 

more.

We consider all factors when determining the media mix to most effectively reach your audiences.
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ATTACHMENT A  – 2.A.VI.C.3) - MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING

Understanding Key Life Stage Groups

Media Engagement

Accumulated Wealth Young Accumulators Affluent Empty Nests

Target % Index Target % Index Target % Index

Broadcast TV 44.8% 83 51.6% 95 64.3% 119

Cable TV 45.7% 92 48.4% 97 62.3% 125

Direct Mail 47.0% 90 49.7% 95 57.8% 111

Email/Mobile 93.5% 114 89.1% 109 81.4% 100

Facebook 69.3% 114 67.6% 111 59.3% 97

Instagram 33.8% 133 26.7% 105 13.1% 52

LinkedIn 22.7% 183 11.8% 95 12.4% 100

Newspaper 20.2% 94 17.5% 81 27.7% 128

Online Newspaper 19.5% 96 14.7% 73 27.1% 134

OTT 72.5% 121 65.9% 110 49.4% 82

Outdoor/Billboard 44.2% 137 38.5% 120 25.4% 79

Pinterest 26.2% 129 24.5% 121 15.1% 75

Radio 44.2% 108 45.2% 110 40.0% 98

Search 85.1% 114 79.2% 106 81.5% 109

Snapchat 17.4% 107 16.7% 103 5.8% 36

Streaming Radio 77.6% 129 69.1% 115 56.4% 94

Streaming TV 71.0% 129 62.8% 114 50.3% 91

We research media consumption to identify how to determine and reach each audience across 

generations, and to reach those most likely to visit a state like Nebraska. 

Our world class analysts & strategists collect and interpret data to determine & define the optimal 

audiences, geographic targets, marketing & media tactics, etc. to develop a solution agnostic, laser-

focused, multi-channel, aimed at achieving your goals. 

With millions of dollars invested annually, Lee Enterprises Nebraska facilitates consumer intelligence in 

many ways:

Industry Research & Market Insights

• Customer Profile Development

• 1st Party Data

• 3rd Party Data

• Prizm Premier Data

• Audience Anywhere
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As an example, by understanding media consumption by generation we can determine how 

each generation consumes media, what their interests are, and can begin to extrapolate which 

mix of methods will resonate most effectively. 

Gen Z: Born 2000 or after

Gen x , born 1965 - 1984

Baby Boomers,  

born 1946 to 1964

ATTACHMENT A  – 2.A.VI.C.3) - MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING
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ATTACHMENT A  – 2.A.VI.C.4) - MEDIA PLANNING/BUYING

Nebraska is not about one single attraction, but a collection of experiences.  Using our intense 

knowledge of the state’s residents and the audiences most likely to visit Nebraska, the message 

strategy will be focused on the experiences available for all audiences.  The unique experience 

opportunities in Nebraska align with every age, gender, and family make up.  Our media plan will 

use color, video, sound, voices and words to engage each audience and motivate them to 

experience Nebraska in ways most important to their lifestyle and interests and creative memories 

to last a lifetime. 
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BIDDER MUST COMPLETE THE FOLL01MNG 

FORM fiUST BE SIGNED USING I KOR VIA OOCUSIGN 

Lee Enterprises Nebraska 

PO Box 81869 Lincoln, NE 68501 

503-515-2481 

p 
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"" LEE ENTERPRISES 

response/bidder 
requirements? 

79 . Could you The State IS only accepting electronic 

confirm tha submissions. 

nothing eeds o 
be physically 
pri ted and 
mailed for 
submissio ? 

80. ls he RFP Bidder responses must be received before the 
dead Ii e the ime bid opening date and time listed on the Schedule 

0 the Proposal of Events. 

Ope ing day? Or 
so me t ime the 
day before? 

This addendum will become part of the Request for Proposal and should be acknowledged rith 
the Request for Proposal respollSe. 

03/30/2022 

Page 17 
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Lee Enterprises Nebraska

PO Box 81869

Lincoln, NE 68501

andrea.r.haupt@Lee.net

503.515.2481

Lee Enterprises Nebraska

Andrea Haupt – Account Manager
andrea.r.haupt@Lee.net

503.515.2481

PO Box 81869

Lincoln, NE 68501
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THANK YOU
NEBRASKA


